AIRCRAFT INTERIOR PRODUCTS
TK Associates have been aircraft interior product specialists for over 35 years. Working as OEM sales
representatives across the Globe for many different aircraft parts and materials manufacturing companies.
We are the leading specialist providing quality, and certified products to over 100 Airlines, MRO’s and
aircraft manufacturers. Our knowledge of cutting edge market leading products remain one of our
strongest attributes together with our dedicated customer service providing a personal touch.

Lonseal NTF flooring (USA supplied product):

Lonseal is the leading manufacturer of Non Textile Flooring (NTF). The perfect
flooring solution for aircraft entrance, galley and lavatories. Made from robust
PVC sheet vinyl and available in featherweight formulation. We have over 100
combinations of designs, colours and technologies to meet every aircraft need.
Plus it is stock supported for quick shipment. Lonseal are the only NTF
manufacturer to offer a continuous extra wide sheet of 2.44m (8 ft). This means
that a narrowbody aircraft can be a seamless installation thus reducing labour
time and technical issues.

Mohawk woven carpets (USA supplied product):

Mohawk offer both wool and 100% nylon carpets. Mohawk is the only carpet
manufacturer to offer ABD0031 and BMS low smoke & toxicity carpets as
standard and at no extra cost (compared to previous FAR spec). This is an
industry first! Mohawk is the world’s largest aircraft carpet manufacturing
company. Offering technological advances that will not only save money but
save maintenance costs. Mohawk 100% nylon carpets offer compelling
advantages compared to wool carpets, which can save weight and a lot of
money. Mohawk can offer both stock and custom carpet designs. Stock supported
quick shipment carpets are available in a choice of blue and grey designs.

Aircraft use wheelchairs (UK supplied product):

We have specialised for over 20 years supplying onboard aircraft use wheelchairs
for handling passengers with reduced mobility (PRM). The Travel Wheelchair is the
world’s lightest and easiest to use onboard aircraft use wheelchair. It only weighs
5.5 kg (12 lb.). Fully customised for aircraft use, this product is stock supported for
quick shipment. In service with over 80 Airlines Worldwide.

AkroFire cargo liner repair kits (USA supplied product):

AkroFire have developed a range of products that can be used to repair all types
of damage found in the cargo/baggage hold of commercial aircraft. Fitting can
take place in less than 10 minutes, which means fast repairs and less down time.
With a variety of patch size available and the option to use multiple patches
which can be overlapped for more extensive damage. A speed patch option is
available also with a ‘peel & stick’ fix. All products meet FAR 25855. These
products have OEM approval for most aircraft types. These products are stock
supported for quick shipment.

Samples for any of the above products are available on request.
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